Valence-to-core X-ray emission spectroscopy of titanium compounds using energy dispersive detectors
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X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) of transition metal compounds is a powerful tool for investigating the spin and oxidation state of the metal centers. Valence-to-core (vtc) XES is of special interest, as it contains information on the ligand nature, hybridization, and protonation. To date, most vtc-XES studies have been performed with high-brightness sources, such as synchrotrons, due to the weak fluorescence lines from vtc transitions. Here, we present a systematic study of the vtc-XES for different titanium compounds in a laboratory setting using an X-ray tube source and energy dispersive microcalorimeter sensors. With a full-width at half-maximum energy resolution of approximately 4 eV at the Ti Kβ lines, we measure the XES features of different titanium compounds and compare our results for the vtc line shapes and energies to previously published and newly acquired synchrotron data as well as to new theoretical calculations. Finally, we report simulations of the feasibility of performing time-resolved vtc-XES studies with a laser-based plasma source in a laboratory setting. Our results show that microcalorimeter sensors can already perform high-quality measurements of vtc-XES features in a laboratory setting under static conditions and that dynamic measurements will be possible in the future after reasonable technological developments.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Non-resonant X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) is a powerful technique for the study of occupied electron orbitals in the valence shell with elemental selectivity and under in situ conditions.1–8 In XES, X-ray photons with energy greater than the bonding energy of an inner-shell electron produce core-hole vacancies. These core holes are quickly filled by the relaxation of less tightly bound electrons with concomitant X-ray fluorescence or
emission. In first row transition metal K-edge XES, the Kα emission lines arise from 2p electrons filling 1s orbital vacancies, while the Kβ main lines, which include Kβ1,3 and Kβ′', result from 3p → 1s transitions. Additionally, the Kβ satellite or valence-to-core (vtc) spectral features, Kβ'' and Kβ2,5, result from transitions between the valence orbitals and the 1s core hole.

Traditionally, XES measurements have focused on the study of changes in the Kα and Kβ main lines for different chemical environments of the absorbing atom, where Kβ has proven to be sensitive to metal spin state and metal oxidation state.6 While most of these studies have been performed on steady-state samples, the development of bright and short pulse duration X-ray sources has allowed the observation of light-induced spin state transitions in metal center coordination compounds.9–15 Furthermore, significant progress in the study of vtc-XES has been enabled by advances in high brightness radiation sources, improvements in the collection efficiency of spectrometers, and progress in the understanding of these lines through quantum mechanical calculations.16–18

Vtc-XES directly reflects the electron orbital configuration that participates in the chemical bond and can be used to probe the valence electronic levels and for ligand identification, hybridization, and protonation state.16–19 While similar information can be learned from valence band photoemission, vtc-XES has less stringent requirements on the sample environment and crystallinity. Vtc-emission lines are typically divided in two regions: Kβ'' and Kβ2,5. The Kβ'' lines emerge from transitions involving valence molecular orbitals with ligand s atomic character and some metal p contribution, while the Kβ2,5 lines result from transitions involving valence molecular orbitals with ligand p character and some metal p character. Furthermore, the energy separation between the Kβ'' and Kβ2,5 emission lines is associated with the difference in binding energy between the ligand s and p atomic orbitals. Vtc-XES lines have very weak fluorescence due to the small amount of metal p-character in the valence orbitals involved in these transitions, resulting in emission lines that can be up to three orders of magnitude weaker than the bright Kα lines.

Comparative studies of vtc-XES have been performed for different molecular complexes of first-row transition metals such as titanium,20–23 vanadium,24 chromium,25,26 manganese,27–30 iron,16,17 and cobalt.31 Additionally, vtc-XES has been applied to the study of 4d metals such as molybdenum32 and niobium,33 while groups at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) and the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) extended vtc-XES to the time domain by probing the dynamics of valence electrons in iron containing complexes.34–36

To date, most vtc-XES measurements have been performed at high-brightness user facilities, such as synchrotrons, while a few groups have developed laboratory-based systems.37–44 A constant in all previous vtc-XES measurements is the use of wavelength dispersive detection techniques, where specially designed gratings or crystals are used to spatially separate the different photon energies in the emission spectrum. In earlier work, we have described a tabletop apparatus capable of performing static and dynamic XES measurements in the Kα and Kβ regions using a combination of a laser-based plasma source and energy-resolving cryogenic sensors.45–47 In this manuscript, we report the use of these detectors for a systematic study of the vtc X-ray emission spectra for different titanium compounds. In our measurements, we resolve shifts in the Kα and Kβ2,5 emission lines for the different titanium complexes and compare them to theoretical calculations and previously published data. Additionally, we perform calculations to assess the possibility of performing time-resolved vtc-XES measurements with our time-resolved tabletop apparatus.

2 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

The samples chosen for this study are all titanium-based compounds with simple ligand geometries and different oxidation states. The samples with their respective oxidation states (in parenthesis) are: Ti metal, Ti(II)O, Ti(III)N, Ti(IV)C, and Ti(IV)O2 in both anatase and rutile form.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of our experimental setup. The samples are commercially purchased high-purity powders packed into a 5-mm-long pressed polynimide straw with a thickness of 0.4–0.5 mm, which is then glued onto the sample holder. For calibration, we used a 2.5 × 3 × 0.5 mm3 piece of titanium metal and a 2 × 3 × 0.5 mm3 piece of chromium. We use a commercial X-ray tube source, with a voltage of 13.5 kV, to illuminate a six-sided sample holder where sides A through E contain a different titanium compound and side F holds the calibration targets. Each sample is individually irradiated by the source for 1 min until the sample holder is rotated to the adjacent side. The X-rays emitted from the sample are then collected by our microcalorimeter array detector, located at a distance of 7 cm from the sample.

With this sample switching technique, we can obtain XES measurements from each sample in every rotation without disturbing the environment of the microcalorimeters. This switching technique allows us to perform a simultaneous calibration, which is often used with microcalorimeter detectors, where in every rotation we
measure calibration lines while also measuring multiple different samples whose XES lines sometimes overlap with the calibration lines. We assign a systematic uncertainty of 50 meV to line energies measured with this technique (see the Supplementary Information [Data S1] for more details and a discussion of the source and magnitude of this systematic uncertainty and the calibration process). The XES spectra presented in this study were obtained over a period of 3 days where the total acquisition time for each individual titanium compound is approximately 10 hr.

The cryogenic transition-edge sensor (TES) microcalorimeter array spectrometer used to measure the X-ray spectrum from each compound is similar to spectrometers that have been previously described in detail. Briefly, the spectrometer consists of 192 superconducting TESs, each biased in the middle of its superconducting transition at approximately 0.115 K. An X-ray incident upon a sensor causes a temperature rise, which causes a drop in current through the sensor. The sensor relaxes back to its quiescent temperature in a few milliseconds. The current transient induced by the absorbed X-ray is measured and analyzed to determine the magnitude of the X-ray energy with a resolving power greater than 1,000. The pulse magnitude in arbitrary units is converted to energy using an interpolating spline built from the fixed points determined from the Kα and Kβ lines of metallic Ti and Cr. The array is read out with time-division multiplexing. Each pixel consists of a Mo-Cu bilayer with an Au sidecar absorber on a SiN membrane. This Au sidecar absorber is the primary difference from previously described spectrometers; it allows a nearly perfectly Gaussian detector response function, where previously described spectrometers had significant low energy tails. In these results, we observed one noteworthy deviation from a Gaussian detector response, which is the appearance of a spurious spectral feature roughly 70 eV below each true feature. The spectral artifact is broader than its parent feature and has about 1.5% of its intensity. The artifact is caused by photons that pass through the metal of a TES sensor and are absorbed in the SiN underneath, resulting in incomplete and variable energy capture. The chief effect of this artifact is to obscure radiative Auger features whose energy location is regrettably similar.

The vtc-XES spectra of all the Ti compounds (Ti metal, TiO2 anatase and rutile, TiO, TiN, and TiC) were simulated using the OCEAN package. Kohn-Sham orbital energies and wavefunctions needed to compute the XES coefficients were calculated from the Quantum ESPRESSO package using the local density approximation in the norm-conserving pseudo-potential implementation. A kinetic energy cutoff of 100 Rydberg was used for the wavefunction. Calculations of Ti compounds were performed on their experimental structures obtained from the Crystallography Open Database. The same unit cells as those in the database were used in the spectral simulations except for TiN and TiC, where the primitive cells of the face-centered cubic lattice (1/4 of the conventional cell volume) were used. In the self-consistent calculations, the Brillouin zone was sampled with k-point meshes of 16 x 16 x 10 for Ti metal, 8 x 8 x 4 for TiO2 (anatase), 6 x 6 x 9 for TiO2 (rutile), 8 x 6 x 8 for TiO, 10 x 10 x 10 for TiN, and 16 x 16 x 16 for TiC to obtain the ground state density. In the subsequent non self-consistent calculations, denser k-point meshes were used (26 x 26 x 16, 12 x 12 x 6, 10 x 10 x 15, 16 x 12 x 16, 20 x 20 x 20, and 26 x 26 x 26) to sample the valence band structure used to compute transition matrix elements. The projected density of states (PDOS) were used to make peak assignment, which were broadened with a

**FIGURE 1** Schematic of the sample switching XES setup. An X-ray tube source illuminates a six-sided sample holder one side at a time and the fluoresced X-rays are collected by a microcalorimeter array detector. Sides A through E contain a different titanium compound, while side F holds the calibration targets. This setup allows the measurement of calibration lines in every complete rotation.
Lorentzian function with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 0.2 eV (as shown in Figure S3). To make a direct comparison between theory and the microcalorimeter data, the calculated XES spectra were broadened with a Gaussian function with FWHM of 4 eV to account for instrument broadening, and an empirical energy-dependent Lorentzian function with FWHM = 0.94 + \((E_f - E)/12\) eV, where \(E_f\) is the Fermi level and \(E\) is the energy of the valence band states. The constant and the linear terms in the Lorentzian width account for the Ti 1s core-hole lifetime and excited state lifetime, respectively. This broadening scheme has been used in common X-ray spectroscopy codes and in the study of Nb vtc-XES.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the microcalorimeter XES spectra of all the different samples in this study, where the most prominent features in the spectra are the Kα and Kβ main and satellite peaks. The displayed 700 eV energy region has an energy resolution of 3.8 ± 0.1 eV in the Kα region and 4.0 ± 0.1 eV in the Kβ region. From left to right, the features visible in the spectra are: (A) a detector artifact about 70 eV below the Kα lines due to Kα photons that pass through the metal of the TES sensor and are absorbed in the SiN underneath, (B) the Kα1,2 lines at 4510.9 eV (Kα1) and 4505.9 eV (Kα2) for the pure Ti metal sample, (C) the Kα satellite (KαL1), at about 30 eV above the Kα lines, (D) the same detector artifact from the Kβ complex, (E) the Kβ′ line, (F) the Kβ1,3 lines at 4931.8 (Kβ1) for the pure Ti metal sample, (G) the Kβ′′ lines, (H) the Kβ2,5 lines, and (I) the KβL1 lines. The energy resolution in the Kα region is 3.8 ± 0.1 eV, and in the Kβ region.

**FIGURE 2** XES spectra for the different titanium compounds. The labeled features in the spectrum denote: A: detector artifact from Kα photons absorbed in the underlying SiN, B: Kα1,2 lines, C: Kα satellites, also called KαL1, D: detector artifact from Kβ photons absorbed in the underlying SiN, E: Kβ′ line, F: Kβ1,3 lines, G: Kβ′′ lines, H: Kβ2,5 lines, and I: KβL1 lines. The energy resolution in the Kα region is 3.8 ± 0.1 eV and 4.0 ± 0.1 eV in the Kβ region.

**FIGURE 3** (a) Measured Ti Kα1,2 XES spectra of the different compounds. Even with an energy resolution of 3.8 ± 0.1 eV, a shift of the Kα features is clearly observed in the spectra. (b) Kα shift with respect to the Ti metal Kα position. Our measurements are compared to previously published results (see Kawai et al. and are consistent with the idea that a shift of the Kα peak to lower energies correlates with the decrease of 3d electrons. Errors bars for our data are primarily systematic (see Supporting Information, Data S1).
peaks for the different titanium compounds, where the shift is dependent on both the oxidation number and the number of unpaired electrons. Figure 3b shows the measured shift of the Kα peaks of the different compounds with respect to the titanium metal Kα peak. The location of the Kα peak was obtained by fitting Voigt functions to the XES data after background subtraction. To compare our results, we also display previously published high-resolution titanium Kα XES shifts.68 Our measurements are consistent with the idea that the Kα shift to lower energy correlates with the decrease of 3d electron density on the titanium atom. It is important to point out that although the energy resolution in this region of the spectrum is 3.8 ± 0.1 eV we can still distinguish the small peak shifts ranging from 0.1 to 0.8 eV because the uncertainty of our Kα locations is ±0.05 eV. The source of these uncertainty values is primarily systematic, see Supplementary Information (Data S1) for a detailed discussion.

We return to the Kβ region, which is known to contain more information on the chemical state of the sample.4,6,16–18 This part of the spectrum is typically divided into two regions: the Kβ main lines (Kβ' and Kβ1,3), dominated by spin state contributions, and the Kβ satellite or vtc region (Kβ'' and Kβ2,5), which is very sensitive to the effects of the ligands. Figure 4a shows the entire Kβ region for all the measured compounds, while Figure 4b focuses on the vtc-XES region. The data presented in these two figures has been normalized to the total counts in the Kβ region of the spectrum, which we defined as 4,900 to 4,980 eV. The energy resolution in this region of the spectrum is 4.0 ± 0.1 eV, which is about an order of magnitude worse than what can be obtained with wavelength dispersive techniques (~0.5 eV). However, the microcalorimeter data presented in Figure 4b clearly resolves the Kβ2,5 emission lines for all the titanium compounds and even the dim Kβ'' peak can be observed in the TiO2 spectra (both anatase and rutile) and in the TiC spectrum where the energy separation between the Kβ'' and Kβ2,5 is as small as 7 eV. Additionally, Figure 4c shows the OCEAN vtc-XES spectra for the different Ti compounds after including a core-hole lifetime broadening of 0.94 eV,64 a linear Lorentzian broadening to include the lifetime of the excited states, and an instrument broadening of 4.0 eV to account for the energy resolution of the microcalorimeter array detectors in this region of the spectrum. Overall, panels 4b and 4c show very good agreement between the microcalorimeter array detector data and the OCEAN simulations.

To explore what information might be lost by using detectors with 4 eV energy resolution, we modified our broadening scheme of the OCEAN spectra during the post-processing to consider only core-hole and quasi-particle lifetime broadening as an energy-dependent Lorentzian broadening; therefore, simulating the kind of spectra that could be obtained with a very high-resolution
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**Figure 4** (a) Titanium Kβ main and satellite XES spectra. The energy resolution in this region of the spectrum is 4.0 ± 0.1 eV. (b) Valence-to-core XES spectra using the microcalorimeter array detectors and (c) OCEAN simulated vtc-XES spectra including instrument and lifetime broadening. (d) OCEAN simulated vtc-XES spectra including lifetime broadening only. The shifts in the Kβ2,5 features are clearly observable in the microcalorimeter data as well as the presence of the Kβ'' peaks. See Table 1 for energy shift values and a comparison between various measurements and the OCEAN simulations.
spectrometer. The results of these calculations are presented in Figure 4d, where the data illustrates that for most Ti compounds the TES spectra shows the same features as the lifetime-broadened OCEAN spectra, with the obvious difference that the peaks in the TES data are wider due to the detector’s 4 eV energy resolution. However, the spectra for TiO₂ (both anatase and rutile) show fine Kβ₂,5 features that can only be observed in the OCEAN simulated data originated from the Ti 3d and O 2p hybridization as shown in the PDOS (see Figure S3), but not in the TES spectra. These comparisons show that while TES detectors are able to perform vtc-XES spectroscopy in simple transition metal compounds, further improvements in their energy resolution are needed to observe all the intricate details in vtc-XES.

Furthermore, and to better understand the effects of an energy resolution of 4 eV in the data analysis and peak assignment, we performed vtc-XES measurements of the same Ti compounds at a synchrotron beamline, where the detection technique was based on wavelength dispersive elements and a CCD camera. In Figure S2, we present a comparison of our microcalorimeter array data to the synchrotron data for all titanium compounds. As expected, the peaks in the microcalorimeter data are broader than the ones from the synchrotron data, but the presence of the different vtc features are still clearly observable in the microcalorimeter data.

A noticeable feature in Figure 4 is an energy shift of the Kβ and Kβ₂,5 lines for the different titanium compounds. To quantify this shift, we used a least-squares fitting program to fit all the features in the Kβ region of the spectra. In our model, the Kβ, Kβ₁,3, Kβ₂,5, and Kβ₂,5 peaks were represented as Voigt functions, while the detector artifact from SiN events and the Kβ₁,L₁ peak were described by Gaussian functions, and the background was represented by a linear function. Similarly to Mandić et al.⁶ we introduced another Voigt function peak between the Kβ and Kβ₁,3 peaks. Based on this analysis, Table 1 shows the energy separation between the Kβ₁,3 and Kβ₂,5 peaks as a function of the oxidation state of the different titanium compounds obtained with our microcalorimeter array, the synchrotron measurements, OCEAN simulations, and previously published results.²¹,²³ Our results using microcalorimeter array detectors are consistent with the previously published values except for one compound, TiN.²¹ These results are significant since the energy resolution of the spectrometer used for the synchroton measurements is better than 1 eV⁶⁹ (0.5–0.9 eV) while the energy resolution of our detectors is ~4 eV; nonetheless, we are able to observe the same vtc features and measure the correct peak energy position and energy separations. Moreover, the energy separation uncertainties between the synchrotron and microcalorimeter data are very similar, although a disadvantage of the microcalorimeter data is that its acquisition time was ~100× longer. The Supplementary Information (Data S1) section contains a discussion on the uncertainty values presented in Table 1.

In the case of TiN, the energy difference between the Kβ₁,3 and Kβ₂,5 peaks using microcalorimeter array detectors is 27.4 ± 0.1 eV, 27.8 ± 0.1 eV was measured at the synchrotron, and 28.2 eV was obtained through the OCEAN simulations, while 31.6 ± 0.5 eV is the published value.²¹ TiN has an oxidation state of III, so the expected energy difference should fall in between the values for samples with oxidation state of II (~26 eV) and the one for samples with oxidation state of IV (~30 eV). The value of 31.6 ± 0.5 eV from Mandić et al.²¹ seems to be closer to values expected from samples with a higher oxidation state, while the energy differences measured with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Energy separation between the Kβ₁,3 and Kβ₂,5 peaks for the different Ti compounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>(oxidation state)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO (II)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO (II)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO (II)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO (II)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO (II)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO (II)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN (III)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN (III)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN (III)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN (III)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiC (IV)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiC (IV)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiC (IV)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiC (IV)</td>
<td>Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂ anatase (IV)</td>
<td>TiO₂ anatase (IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂ anatase (IV)</td>
<td>TiO₂ anatase (IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂ anatase (IV)</td>
<td>TiO₂ anatase (IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂ anatase (IV)</td>
<td>TiO₂ anatase (IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂ anatase (IV)</td>
<td>TiO₂ anatase (IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂ rutile (IV)</td>
<td>TiO₂ rutile (IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂ rutile (IV)</td>
<td>TiO₂ rutile (IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂ rutile (IV)</td>
<td>TiO₂ rutile (IV)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Our microcalorimeter array results are consistent with measurements performed at the synchrotron, OCEAN simulations, and previously published results. The discrepancy with the literature result on the energy separation for the TiN sample is discussed in the main text, while the Supplementary Information (Data S1) contains a discussion on the uncertainty values.

²¹Mandić et al.²¹ and Wansleben et al.²³ published energy separations for TiO₂, but it is not mentioned whether the crystal structure is anatase or rutile.
the microcalorimeter detectors (27.4 ± 0.1 eV) and the one from the synchrotron (27.8 ± 0.1 eV) seem to follow the linear trend from Table 1. Therefore, we believe that our energy difference values for TiN, which were complemented by synchrotron measurements and OCEAN simulations, are closer to the true values.

In the following paragraphs, we consider the application of a TES spectrometer to more experimentally challenging variations on vtc measurements, such as time-resolved vtc-XES studies. The capability to observe femtosecond to picosecond dynamics in the vtc region of the XES spectrum, which elucidates ultrafast valence band dynamics in metal-centered molecular complexes, has recently been reported by groups at the APS\(^{35}\) and the LCLS.\(^{36}\) However, access to large-scale facilities that can perform these time-resolved experiments is limited to just a few worldwide. Expanding time-resolved capabilities to smaller-scale facilities would require the use of tabletop X-ray sources\(^{45,70,71}\) and extremely efficient X-ray detectors. We have previously shown that using a laser-based plasma source and these microcalorimeter array detectors we can observe changes in the K\(\alpha\) and K\(\beta\) main regions of the spectrum on ps-timescales.\(^{47}\) In such measurements, obtaining a set of ground-state (low-spin [LS]) and laser-excited spectra per time delay took roughly 12 hr. Since the vtc-XES features are about an order of magnitude dimmer than the K\(\beta_{1,3}\) features, we use the steady-state results presented in this manuscript to perform calculations and explore the possibility of achieving a study of vtc-XES dynamics in a laboratory setting. These calculations assume the use of an apparatus based on a 20 mJ Ti:Sapphire laser system, a laser-based plasma source with a 100-μm water jet as the target, a polycapillary X-ray optic, and a microcalorimeter array detector. In our calculations, we assume the sample to be in the LS state (ground state) and after irradiation with an ultrafast light pulse the sample transitions to a laser-excited state, which is a combination of high-spin (HS) and LS states. While spin crossover (SCO) can often be observed using other spectral features, we take SCO as a representative example of a range of dynamic vtc-XES studies because of the recent availability of experimental demonstrations. Based on the data presented by March et al.,\(^{35}\) we assume the amplitude of the HS state vtc features to be ~60% of the LS state vtc features and that the position of the HS vtc features is 1.8 eV higher than the LS features. Additionally, we assume the excitation fraction to be 30%. Therefore, the laser-excited (pump) spectra are obtained by: Pump = (1 − 0.3)LS + 0.3HS. For our calculations, we used the TiO\(_2\) (anatase) XES data to create our model for the LS spectrum, where the model is based on a combination of Voigt, Gaussian, and linear functions as previously described. The K\(\beta_{1,3}\) peak height and K\(\beta\) background level in our model were chosen to match the values obtained in our previous time-resolved measurements.\(^{47}\) We then varied the number of X-rays collected to simulate longer acquisition times and added Poisson noise to model experimental noise.

Figure 5a shows simulated spectra for the LS, HS, and laser-excited states with a total of ~1 × 10\(^7\) counts in the vtc region of the spectra, where ~3 × 10\(^6\) of those counts belong to X-ray emission features and the rest of the counts are from scattered Bremsstrahlung photons. This scattered signal comes from Bremsstrahlung X-rays from the source that transmit through the polycapillary X-ray optic, scatter off the sample, and make it into the detector. In Figure 5a, the difference between the ground (LS) state and pumped data is visible by eye and the signal-to-noise ratio of the difference between the pumped and LS spectra is high in (a) and close to zero in (b), see text for a discussion of acquisition times. The axis label (P-GS)/√(P + GS) represents the difference between the laser-excited (pump) spectra and the ground-state (low-spin) spectra in units of standard deviation.
in the bins with the largest signal exceeds 5-sigma. We fit the simulated data with the pump model used to generate the data, holding all parameters fixed except for the excitation fraction. When doing this fit, we find the HS fraction to be $30.6 \pm 1.6\%$, consistent with the correct value of 30%. In the following discussion, we assume that determining the excitation fraction to $\pm 1.6\%$ is the necessary threshold for a high quality dynamic vtc measurement. With these simulations, we can better understand how sensitive the measurements of low intensity K$\beta_{2,3}$ and K$\beta^\prime$ features are to the more intense scattered Bremsstrahlung photons. Therefore, our next step was to perform similar simulations but now with the scattered signal set to zero. Figure 5b shows our results with zero scattered photons, where the total number of counts is $\sim 5 \times 10^5$ (all of them from vtc XES features) and after fitting for the excitation fraction, we find an HS fraction of $31.0 \pm 1.8\%$. A conclusion from these simulations is that reducing the scattered Bremsstrahlung signal to zero, which could be achieved by monochromatizing the X-rays incident on the sample (at a value that differs from the vtc transition energies) thus removing the scattered Bremsstrahlung photons, would enable a measurement of similar quality with 5$x$ fewer vtc XES photons and the interpretation would be less model dependent.

These simulations allow us to explore the possibility of performing tabletop time-resolved vtc-XES measurements. With our existing apparatus, it would take approximately 3,000 hr to collect the $10^7$ vtc photons necessary to achieve a 1.6% uncertainty on the excitation fraction per time delay. Let us next consider the acquisition time with an improved apparatus based upon a metal jet X-ray source and a monochromatic X-ray optic. Laser-based plasma sources with 50$x$ more X-ray flux than our water-jet plasma source have already been developed$^{70-72}$ and are becoming commercial products. Such a source could feature emission lines at $\sim 8$ keV (copper K$\alpha$), $\sim 9$ keV (gallium K$\alpha$) or $\sim 11$ keV (bismuth L$\alpha$) with significant intensity and X-ray fluorescence production cross section$^{73}$ across most of the first-row transition metals. Another crucial element of this proposed apparatus would be a monochromatic X-ray optic whose purpose is to transmit a specific bandwidth around the source’s emission line, therefore, eliminating or greatly reducing the scattered Bremsstrahlung signal. Additionally, the optic should have a high X-ray reflectivity and/or collection efficiency. Multilayer mirrors based on a Montel design$^{74}$ contain some desirable characteristics as they are monochromatic hard X-ray optics with high X-ray reflectivity and acceptable collection efficiency. While such optic would have a transmission and focusing efficiency of about one eighth of that from a polycapillary optic, the advantage of transmitting no X-rays at the emission energies of interest is very important since it simplifies the fitting procedure and data analysis.

Compton scattering in the sample is a possible additional source of background photons that would not be mitigated by an optic. However, for likely geometries and excitation energies, Compton scattering as background is only possible when the XES features of interest are close in energy (within a few hundreds of eVs) to the X-ray source’s line emission. A Compton background can be mitigated by shifting the microcalorimeter array to a different angle relative to the exciting beam. Further improvements are possible beyond the source and optic. For example, count rates can be increased by a factor of $\sim 4$x by reducing the sample-to-detector distance, or by another $\sim 5$x with a significantly larger TES array. Additionally, we could increase the signal to noise ratio by using newly developed detectors with $\sim 2$x better energy resolution.$^{75}$ The combination of all these improvements to our apparatus would allow a spectrum such as that in Figure 5b to be acquired in approximately three to four hr. Even if our estimates are off by a combined factor up to $\sim 10$x the acquisition times remain reasonable for a tabletop experiment. Consequently, we believe that tabletop systems using bright monochromatic X-ray sources and highly efficient energy-resolving detectors could perform time-resolved vtc XES measurement in the near future.

Finally, the purpose of this work was to demonstrate that microcalorimeter array detectors have gone through extensive improvements to the point that they are now capable of measuring faint XES features, such as the vtc emission lines, even when using low brightness laboratory-based X-ray sources. While the energy resolution of microcalorimeter array detectors is not as good as what can be obtained with crystal spectrometers, it is enough to distinguish subtle variations in the vtc-XES features of different chemical compounds.

A detailed assessment of the merits of microcalorimeter array and crystal spectrometer detectors is beyond the scope of this paper but we can identify some key points of comparison. While the energy resolution of crystal spectrometers is usually better, we have shown that the energy resolution of microcalorimeters is already good enough for some vtc spectroscopies and the photon collection efficiency of microcalorimeter arrays is significantly higher than crystals as discussed in Uhlig et al.$^{76}$ This efficiency advantage is most relevant for faint X-ray sources or radiation-sensitive samples. With a strong enough X-ray source and a radiation-resistant sample, crystal spectrometers can still have shorter acquisition times because of saturation effects in microcalorimeters at high photon fluxes. Improving microcalorimeter resolution and throughput is an active area of research.$^{77}$ Unlike crystal spectrometers,
microcalorimeters can measure large spectral ranges as shown in Figure 2 without sacrificing energy resolution or collection efficiency. Bandwidth measurements are beneficial when measuring multiple spectral features, for instance from complex samples containing multiple elements. However, a potential drawback of sensitivity over a large spectral range is the contribution of uninteresting out-of-band photons to detector saturation. In summation, the choice of detector for a particular measurement depends not only on detector properties but also on the source, sample, and science goals.

4 | CONCLUSION

We have presented a comprehensive comparison study of multiple titanium compounds using a commercial X-ray source and an array of microcalorimeter array detectors. With these detectors we measured the entire XES spectrum from the Kα emission up to the high energy Kβ satellite peaks with an energy resolution ranging from 3.8 to 4.0 eV. Even though our energy resolution is about an order of magnitude worse than what can be obtained with a traditional wavelength dispersive detector scheme, we demonstrated that our detectors are capable of observing shifts in the Kα1 peaks and subtle differences in the dim vtc XES features for all the different titanium compounds. In addition to comparing our data to new synchrotron measurements and previously published results, we performed OCEAN simulations to understand the molecular orbital contributions to the vtc-XES features. Finally, we performed calculations of the experimental acquisition times required for laboratory-based time-resolved vtc-XES measurements using a laser-plasma X-ray source and an array of microcalorimeter array detectors. These calculations suggest that time-resolved measurements of vtc-XES features will be possible using a more optimized tabletop apparatus.
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